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Factorio 0. 17 beginners guide

(Not the sign of the chain). You have some options, which each has its own advantages and disadvantages.LoopAdvantagenly a locomotive is necessary.Multiple stations can be easily served. Must be made for long distances (to take advantage of train speed on conveyor belts), a loop would be extremely prohibitive costs at the beginning of the
game.Straight lineadvantingsy to set up.Rites the minimum amount of track - very advantageous in long distance SCENTS. This is especially good for the minute by loading in advanced mining stations, or dropoff at its base. It will save time, as inserters can move more than one cars / train car item. That's right in diagonal. And obviously 2 stations on
the basis for serving them. I do not find backups happening at all in this configuration, and my base is constantly provided. On a straight line, this means that you need a locomotive at each end: each facing the opposite direction. At first line on both sides of the train. Depending on how many trains you are in execution, it may be more useful to build
additional basic stations to deal with some of the traffic and move the extra minions with the BELTS conveyor. In particular game , I have 4 run trains - 2 for stations in the north and 2 south. (This is the duration that you will allow inserters to move items inside and out of the train wags) "When you are ready, click on the Play (Arrow) in the upper
right corner. Case Contrary, The trains will return to the station, creating a grid. Here are examples of other bidirectional (single) stations out of the main line: Tramp Management Note that, how to train to enter the Stations, can back up the line.. same time to go up / left, or up / to the right, respectively). This is what gaps seem - they can be difficult
to see if you are enlarged expanded far away. You can name stations identically to have trains choose the one that is not busy. (I had to pause the trains in the stations to get the screen capture!) Tips and TricksLocomotivesNot quite a track, but do you have your loco? Your life will end, and so will be the game ... this is good for the moments when
almost every square of the car needs a different product.blueprint stations, complete with signs, walls and defenses to facilitate Construction. When you are mouse - on the parade, the arrows will face himself in the direction that the train will arrive. Arriving from the east, going west. Coming from the south, going to North.Naming your station to
rename your stage, just click on it, type. The new name in the blank space at the top and then click the arrow button to the right for save.it is useful to name your stations in an easy fashion to remember, like "mine of iron ", with the corresponding base" iron processing ", etc. When you put cars on the track, they are unitenable when it shows a green
link between them. (Or solid fuel, later in the game). This is another reason to put baons as an intermediary container instead of loading directly from the belt. Try to build your stages on the outskirts of your base to avoid too much passage on railway bands; (Avoid being hit!) If you need a wagon to be loaded with many different materials, you can
use long armed insertions and request bauns on a double line, (and on each side of the train ). The game does not automatically know what you want your crazy to face. They are especially useful on multi-way crosses, where you have intermediate signs. This means that the trains arriving at the station should stop. The second arises, and surely, where
it is supposed. (The reproduction button will turn into a dual vertical line "pause" button, which allows you to stop programming). If you find mistakes, such as "no way", refer to the above section above Locomotive directional placement. To delete a schedule stage, click it, and then click Zero Symbols crossed to the right, (Station Exclusion Button).
To proceed immediately to another stage, select it, and then click the volume. Right arrow, (just below the station exclusion button). If you want to ride your train, jump by moving near the loco, then press enter.pp on the train, moving and pressing Enter. / UnloadingBuilding Your station requires some amount of planning: Feeding locomotivafuelfuel
its locomotive with carvan. If you run the train to hand, and stop in the dumper area ... This allows you to be sure to have space for specific amounts of items, and carry carious cargo from different stations. To set load specificities, click the wag. Shown is the unloading on my base. A fast (blue) inserter, then quickly carries the carvano into the
locomotive contest. The engine can contain a maximum of 150 carvan / fuel units. The handling load is done in a very similar way. One if you have a loop.craft 2 wagons, (or 1 if you do not need extra capacity). Computing your loco in the band of the first things I found when placing my first locomotive in the tracks was directional problems! If you
want to schedule your train, you must face the direction that is scheduled to go. The rest, marked with retains / red squares are regular rail signs.chain are used - when you have several crossings and signals, and to ensure that the path is completely clear to your destination. If they are misaligned, they do not work. When you open the window, the
upper area will be blank. Add stools to your route by clicking on your names by clicking on your names by clicking the + button to the side. As you add every stage, You can set a waiting duration with the slider in the center of the window. (Here comes another recharge of a autosave ...!) In that vein, zoom out and check the trains before crossing the
Trackto Build Track Super fast, boarding your locomotive, hold the track in front of you and put as you go along! (Best on straight lines; Make sure you have a large stock of track pieces!) If there are many trees, board your tank and build in the same way that above - the tank will pass through the Trees! Final game, don a power of power with
exoskeletons (by speed), then explode through trees with a combat shotgun, putting rail as you go.blueprint lane diagonal lines and build with bots of your staff robot.stationstationToo many trains going for a stage? Then click on the circle arrow symbol in the upper left corner, (marked with the red arrow). See the engine compartment - 3 slots allow
3 stacks of fuel. While you train is really on the stage. Note that inserters start charging / unloading when the train is in a complete stop - they will not work when moving.care It needs to be taken where you park your train .... Without these, your trains will return in the main line. It is important that you do not care how much time your stance is ...
this can download all the fuel of your engine! For loading stations, simply reverse inserter - belts The minor must be inserted into similar bauns and then loaded on the train when it stops. Depending on the number of bauns and insertions you use, your time scheduled stop may need to be adjusted.Late Gamein game later, upgrade your straps for
fastest speeds to maximize the transfer of ores.in the image below, observe the curves of the conveyor belt: This allows a wagon to download On the right side of the belt, one on the left, combining them so that the belts are fully full. The supply system for both engines. Enter also will allow you to Put it on top of both straight lines. Now, change the
curve for the one that goes in line with the next. If you make a regular signal in place of the signs of the chain, the trains would move moved Until the signal in the station, potentially head-to-head with the train that comes out, creating a deadlock.on the entry of the Bi-direction stage, a sign of Rail is placed on both sides of the lane, in the same clue
block. The fuel is stored in wooden boxes to keep the quantity down.Exercising controlling can specify exactly what your wagons are maintained for battery numbers. In addition, the trains can easily get around the full stations, allowing more trains to work in a minimum amount of track.DisAdvantagesRworks Two locomotives.Building the way, you
need to make sure there are no gaps. This allows a second train to get closer to your destination and prevent delays. Place signs along your track, just as above, aligning the arrows with the direction that you want the trains go .. will tighten to the other train. Clean the station and then advance to get to the station.building the line of your mining
installations is distant, you will want to put additional signs along of the way. These are placed at the entrance to the intersection (marked with yellow circles). With the cargo wagons while they are stopped at the parade. The train then will try to run your schedule. If you try to put it incorrectly, use R to rotate the locomotive. If a motor is facing the
wrong direction, you will receive a "in the way" error when you try to run the programming.fuelingif you want to make a quick rotation, or check the alignment From his stage, feed his locomotive by clicking on it. (You can control the front or rear locomotive train) .mouse on the locomotive, even while traveling, to see how much load and fuel is
carrying. Do not stay in the train tracks. Each "nose" is pointed away from the cars. It is important to notice the front of the loco. Apply it to both sets.Connect the two with a straight section of Be sure to seal the gaps in the curves with a diagonal straight section. diagonal. The opposite curve, align the end of the new curve with the old one below ... In
case of a doubt, take the track (right button) and Re-Lay It. To ensure, test for gaps using its locomotive; Where you paw is where there is a gap. The back is 1/3 of the locomotive denoted by the red arrow, below. Why am I writing so much about the direction? It is the pointed part, on the 2/3 of the loco area. Where curves come together, it can be
particularly difficult to detect. Source: More guilds factorio (not applicable to conveyor belts). (Hold WA, or WD, etc. (One of the inserts in the left range is slightly turned off, and does not answer the first wagon. (See the photo below). They are not necessarily frequently, and certainly not more frequently than you can hold a whole train length
between them. Expanding your lineat Some point in the game, you will want to have several trains running on your thoroughly built lines. It is useful to have A conveyor belt going to the area, then regular (yellow) inserter that dumps the carvan into a wooden chest. Craft several rail signal items. At the advanced mining station , I have a smart (green)
inserter that takes only tools. Try to run a soft, containted line for your destination. Watch the signal to go north is red. I dedicate a slot from a car to tools. Do not put more than the input signals. The easiest way is to take (straight) in the hand and run with it. It's MUIT The fastest walking! Board The loco arriving near the locomotive and press
ENTER. Those on the right track is much better aligned.) It is easier to put inserters, baons, etc. (See the placement of your locus in the track section) .Crompt your Traincraft 2 diesel locomotives if you are using a straight line range. (Note the form of From the chain - they are a single round light, where the railway signals are three small lights. Use
the! Be sure to carry it with carvano, carvano, Then accelerate the track until you reach the end. Then move the section a square and place. Another way to align them is to have a great powder power between them. If you are having trouble aligning your quarter curves, build the direct sections of the branch line until they are in the same square
high. This, select the curve and align the curve and align it. The easiest way to create stations is to make t-junations out of your main branch line. All examples below use the right hand unit. Here is as I usually set up the iron delivery and copper stations on my base: general vision - stations on the right, main line of affiliate left. The intersection looks
complicated, but it really is not difficult to configure.building T-Junctioni usually put the tracks 2 separate train tiles. This will help you on scheduling. Note that when you rename a stage, it will not affect your train horms - the name will be updated without interruption.schedulating a route (Note: Requires search in automated rainfall). Locomotive /
train You want to schedule for automation. The upper area is the programming, the bottom area is the list of stations you have. At the base, smart inserters for this wagon withdraw only minor, if the tools come back for some reason.Basic signingplanningif You have more than one train, the most efficient way to set up your track is to have a way away
from A base, and another coming towards a highway, where the bands move in a direction. To configure this, you can use signals. The correct one is the left of the two. As with the pair train, you will want to put the signals on the right side of the track in the direction you want to go. I chose to have the traced right back, and the left in the opposite
direction (drive to the right). When you put a signal, the arrows in the game show the direction that the train will be Single trail at the bottom of the images leads to a stage, where I want trains to fill in charge one once. Observe this image sequence! A train goes north, entering the stage of the right track on the side of the hand. He parked in the
station. Then click Media (click Wheel) in the slot that you want to assign. This can help you to identify them in other catches) The signs of the chain at the Intersion Entry points ensure that the next sign on the line is green before proceeding .... fuel as well as you Would make an oven, etc.Stations & SchedulingCriating a StopCraft two train stop
items. The positioning is the following: in the direction, your train will be traveling, put the train stop on the right side of the track. A row of fast inserts is next to where the cargo carts stop, next to a row of steel boxes, alongside another line of fast inserts, who release the mincer on the belt conveyor, which are taken to my factory. Align inserters /
Baams, etc. Make the same with the second section.Contine putting the curves and connecting the straight areas. Full Build! Time to apply the signals! Now, we return to the original example, with two two-way stations: a stage each for the iron and the delivery of copper. Note of the colored windows - only two of the signals are signals from the
railway chain. This guide focuses on setting up a railway route on the level of a beginner and includes basic information on track, fuel, train orientation and scheduling. Building the game start path, you will want a simple layout until you get the way of trains in execution. However ... Choose a product, and you are ready! For example, you may want to
dedicate half a car to a product, half for another. An example, I have an advanced post that has your own robo port, which needs to be periodically with repair packages. Packages. Packages.
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